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I. INTRODUCTION 
The theoretical basis for all calculations of the proper­
ties of atoms and molecules is the Schroedinger equation. The 
direct solution of this equation by analytical or numerical 
methods has been accomplished only for the smallest molecules 
and atoms. For most molecules it has been necessary to reduce . 
the dimension of the problem by approximating the wave function 
as a combination of functions of a smaller number of variables, 
substituting this approximate wave function into the energy 
equation, and minimizing with respect to the energy. Wave 
functions for single electrons moving under the influence of 
some sort of "average" potential of all the nuclei and other 
electrons (molecular orbitals) are frequently used as the 
basis functions for this expansion. 
E. Huckel (19-21) proposed that the properties of conju­
gated organic molecules could be calculated on the basis of 
the one electron molecular orbitals for the 7Y or mobile elec­
trons only, thus ignoring the a and inner electrons except 
for their effect on the "average" potential. The Tf electron 
approximation has proved to be quite adequate both by theoreti­
cal arguments and from calculated results based on this ap­
proximation. 
The initial 1Y electron theory as formulated by E. Huckel 
2 
and further developed by Lennard-Jones (25) and by Coulson and 
Longuet-Higgins (3, 7-9) considered each electron as inter­
acting only with the average potential and neglected any ex­
plicit interaction between the mobile electrons themselves. 
This treatment results in one configuration--a single anti-
symmetrized product of appropriate one electron molecular 
orbitals—for each energy level of a molecule. The ground 
state properties of many aromatics are fairly well described 
1 
by the single configuration of this theory, but spectra and 
other properties cannot be predicted even qualitatively^ by a 
theory which neglects specific electron interaction. 
The inclusion of electron interaction by Goeppert-
Mayer and Sklar (14b), by Roothaan and Parr (42) and by others 
(38) has in fact produced the qualitative aspects of the spectra. 
The results were, however, quantitatively unsatisfactory. 
For even-atomed alternant aromatics to a tight bind­
ing approximation the Coulson and Rushbrooke (10) theorem of the 
pairing of ground and excited orbitals applies. As the elec­
trons need only the lower half of these one electron energy 
levels but completely fill these levels, all configurations ex­
cept this lowest has considerably higher energy and thus inter­
act but little with this "ground state." Also, for these same 
molecules, the neutral nature of the framework atoms results 
in an exponential distance dependence of the interaction between 
atomic orbitals on different centers, thereby limiting the in­
teractions to the localized atomic contributions hypothesized. 
2 Unlike the ground state, the excited configurations form 
into groups which are degenerate in energy because of the 
various possible spin orientations or even due to geometrical 
symmetry; facts which result in considerable configuration in­
teraction. Also, since the framework atoms can no longer have 
the neutral nature of the ground configuration, long range 
charge type interactions must occur. 
3 
Moffit (30) and rariser (34) independently suggested the use 
of semi-empirical elements to correct certain deficiencies of 
the approximations, and fairly successful calculations along 
these lines have been made by Pariser and Parr (35,36), by 
Dev;ar and Longuet-Higgins (13), and by Pople (40), all using 
a LCAO approach, and by Ham and Ruedenberg (16, 17) using a 
Free Electron model. The present study uses LCAO orbitals, 
but the framework integrals are calculated on the basis of 
theoretically correct formulas, rather than being assigned 
semi-empirically. Furthermore for the first time rather com­
plete account is taken of the effect of overlap between atomic 
orbitals. In spite of the stricter compliance with theoretical 
requirements this model seems to predict spectra as reliably as 
the aforementioned procedures. 
A short discussion here of the differences in approxi­
mation and approach of the methods invoking electron interac­
tion (including the present paper) may prepare the way for later 
comments on the appropriate value of these respective techniques. 
Dewar and Longuet-Higgins (13) considered the electron inter­
action only to calculate corrections to be applied to previously 
calculated energy levels. This was sufficient to bring the two 
most intense bands, ^ E^ and into fair agreement for 
several molecules but does not produce a full set of levels as 
do the following methods. Pariser and Parr (35,36) base their 
calculation on simple LCAO MO*s (as we do also) but neglect 
4 
overlap in all terms except the resonance integral and choose 
their resonance integral to suit the molecule. Pople's treat­
ment is similar except that he constructs self consistent 
field MO * s from LCAO's with neglect of overlap (40, 41). The 
Free Electron treatment of Han and Ruedenbarg (15, 16) would 
allow for overlap but does not include potential energy or 
specific atoms. The treatment of benzene by Parr, Craig, and 
Ross (37) used all terms including overlap between non-neighbors. 
The three and four center integrals were estimated and the core 
interaction was calculated, as in a previous paper by Sklar 
(49), using an orbital exponent of 3 -13 for the carbon 2p 77" 
interactions and ignoring hydrogen interactions. This 
"rigorous'VT-electronic calculation which gave very poor quanti­
tative agreement with experiment is t.he one which most nearly 
resembles the present study. Differences lie in a more 
sophisticated approach to the orbital exponents which determine 
the basic framework potential, inclusion of hydrogen atoms in 
the potential, and mathematical simplification of the configura­
tion interaction. Simple LCAO MO*s are used which include 
nearest neighbor overlap in one case and all intra ring overlap 
in a second case. Some calculations were made based on ex­
perimentally determined inter-atomic distances with a marked 
• improvement in the fit of the calculated spectra. 
II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF if ELECTRON PROBLEM 
IN TERMS OF MOLECULAR ORBITALS 
A. Schroedinger *s Equation for Pi Electrons 
The direct solution of the Schroedinger equation: 
(-N ? 2 A 9 2 A N ? 
\ 2 -h"/2m V- + 2 -1T/2M V -2 Z Z_. e /R-
U=1 1 a=l a a=l i=l a ia 
•L i"ie2/Rij + L EÎ^'V^b}#^ 2"1 
i,j refer to the electrons 
a,b refer to the nuclei 
Rnn is the interparticle distance 
N is the number of electrons 
A is the number of nuclei 
M,m are the masses of the nuclei and the electrons re­
spectively. 
presents too formidable a problem to be attempted analytically 
or by numerical methods for all but a very few special cases. 
In general, therefore, systems of simpler equations must be 
developed such that their joint or successive solutions give 
an adequate approximation to the solution of the Schroedinger 
equation. 
The great disparity in mass of the electrons and the 
nuclei essentially uncouples their motions so that, as Born 
6 
and Oppenheimer (1) pointed out, the electrons arid the nuclei 
can be treated as separate and independent problems. This 
leads to an equation for the electrons alone which is obtained 
from Eq. 2.1 by ommiting the purely nuclear repulsion and 
kinetic energy terms, by replacing <2^. with the pure electronic 
wave functions, ^  , and by treating the nuclear factor in 
the electron nucleus interaction term as a parameter. This 
means that the nuclei are regarded as the origin of a fixed 
potential. 
For the present problem a further simplification is made 
which is similar.in character to the above. Since the inner 
and c bond electrons are much more tightly bound they are con­
sidered as uninfluenced by the 7T electron configuration and 
are therefore regarded as the origin of a fixed potential for 
the 7T electrons. The total potential formed by the nuclei, 
the inner shell electrons, and the o bond electrons is called 
the framework potential and is determined by the positions of 
the nuclei. It is true that to consider the a electrons ex­
plicitly would be more correct than the above approximation and 
this is suggested as the next logical improvement over the 
present treatment, if and when it is necessary. 
The approximations made lead to the following Schroedinger 
equation for the electrons of the conjugated system, 
{ 2 + VCr.) + 2 2 e2/ri.}~& = £ 2.2 
( i=l 1 1 i=2 j=l J) ^ ^ * 
7 
where 
TjjT^is the wave function for the 7T electrons and V("r) 
is the framework potential acting equally on each 
1T-electron. 
B. Nature of the Framework Potential 
The potential, V, can be expressed as a sum of atomic 
contributions from each nucleus and its associated Is and o 
bond electrons. 
V = 2 Va 2.3 
a 
The atomic contributions, Va, will include three types only. 
In order of importance these are : 1) the carbon atoms in the 
conjugated framework each contributing one 7T electron, 2) the 
carbon atoms external to the conjugated framework and contrib­
uting no 1f electrons, and hydrogen atoms also external to the 
conjugated framework. These atomic contributions, Va, are: 
For hydrogen atom, N 
VNH(r) = -e2/lr-fNl + e2[(ls)2l , 2.4 
where 
[/II = JdV Yl( r1 )/l r-r I = f("r) 
defines the potential of a charge cloud/1 ("r). For the non-
conjugated carbon atom, N 
VNC("r) = -6e2/l*r-"rNl + e2[ (ls)2+(2s)2+(2px)2+(2py)2+(2pz)2if2.5 
For the carbon atom, P, within the framework 
8 
Vpc(r) = VN(F-Ïp) - e2 JdVtXpCr')]2/ Ir-r1! 2.6 
where 
%(P) = the AO contributed to the 7T electronic wave func­
tion. Except for the long range term, e2 jdV*[%p(lr*)]2/ |r-r*| , 
in VpC all the potentials have the short range exponential de­
crease in interaction of the neutral atom. It might be noted 
at this time that the orbital exponent,^ , for the atomic 
orbital *X p need not be and indeed should not be identical with 
the "average" orbital exponent, Ç Q, for the orbitals 
(2s)2 + (2px)2 + (2py)2 + (2pz)2 in VCN. 
C. Zeroth Order Molecular Orbitals 
It is convenient to rewrite equation 1.2 as 
{2 (-1h2/2mV2 * U) • 2 • 2 g. .} « B $ 2.7 
I i=l 1 i=2 j=l 1J) x u u " 
where 
U is the "best average" potential acting on each single 
If electron, and g. - is the departure from the average needed 
to make the equations equal. As such it is a composite of 
the original potential, V, plus an "average" effect of all 
the other ^  electrons. The eigenvalues, Eu, and the eigen-
functions, 5?u» for Bq. 2.7 will be obtained by first calcu­
lating an approximate eigenfunction, JF , which is a solution 
to the "principal" part of equation 2.7, viz, 
9 
/ XT ___ \ 
\ 2 (-ft2/2m y.* + U)f5 =A$ 2.8 
l i=i 1 J M ju 
and then substituting these wave functions into the complete 
Eq. 2.7, to determine the energies and improved wave functions. 
These approximate wave functions can be written as antisymmet-
rized products of one electron spin-orbitals, 




is the antisymmetrizer with P permuting the electrons. 
Each ^  is the product of a space function, and 
either the or spin function. The are solutions of the 
one electron Schroedinger equation, 
(-tiVamVi2 + Ui) ^  =Ai/i 2.10 
Since the hamiltonian is spin independent, the ^  also satisfy 
Eq. 2.10 and therefore the i? ^  satisfy Eq. 2.8. 
D. Approximation to Low Lying States 
There is need to consider only those electronic configura­
tions and states that can contribute significantly to the ob­
servable electronic transitions. Configurations, whose elec­
tronic structure precludes an observable transition or inter-
10 
action with an observable transition, may be ignored. Like­
wise configurations, whose energy places their possible transi­
tions far into the vacuum U.V. do not contribute directly to 
the observed spectra, nor do they interact appreciably with 
lower energy configurations to form observable transitions. 
These too will be ignored inasfar as may be convenient. 
For all transitions of the observable absorption spectra 
the ground state must be considered. A single configuration 
is a close approximation to the ground state of the even alter­
nant hydrocarbons which comprise the bulk of this study. This 
configuration consists of the space orbitals corresponding to 
the N/2 lowest values of X £» each filled in turn with two 
paired electrons of opposing spins. 
' fo =f0 =^(c 1^«)1.( 1^4)2....<^i/a)2i....(^-)N-1(^/3)Nj 2.11 
For non alternants (and odd membered alternants which are not 
treated herein) more than one configuration must be used in 
forming the groundstate. 
The lowest excited states involve one electron excitations1 
which are defined as being identical in configuration with the 
ground state except for one electron which is removed from a 
ground state space orbital, and placed in an empty excited 
space orbital, Four degenerate states are possible for 
11 
each excited configuration due to the fact that the remaining 
electron in the vacated ground state space orbital and the 
electron in the excited space orbital are both unpaired and 
can therefore independently have either spin. Fortunately 
spin is separable, hence these four A.P's (antisyraetrized 
products) can be combined to obtain eigenfunctions of the 
total spin, viz, the singlet and triplet combinations 
5 ^{(^i-01* • • •C^ v^,/?go)2^ .^'2iC N^/2/ N^ 2,12 
where 
>210 = 
fl 31 = O1 *V:>,/?30=<«V -*"/?1),>?3,-l=(A:L/<2V> 2.13 
Sets of the lowest energy configurations, which can in­
teract to form the observable spectra, will be chosen for each 
calculation of transition states, the energies of these states, 
and the oscillator strengths of the transitions. These ener­
gies and states are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 
matrices sa^vjhose elements S°H£yjv are the integrals 
S0Hi„jv = fdVS%M(z 62/2m^2+U)+2 S 2.14 
J (n=l n=2 m=l J 
%hen the molecule has sufficient symmetry to indicate 
which configurations will interact and which will not interact, 
two mutually orthogonal sets will be formed. In the absence 
of the information provided by symmetry considerations, all 
the configurations considered must be treated in one set. 
12 
where 
i,j refer to ground space orbitals 
ju,v refer to excited space orbitals. 
In addition to the one electron excitations used in this 
study there are double electron excitations which might con­
ceivably contribute to the spectra. The lowest of these in 
energy is the two electron excitation using the same two space 
orbitals as the lowest one electron excitation with the ground 
orbital totally depopulated and the excited orbital filled 
with the two electrons. When the elements of the energy matrix 
for two electron transitions are developed as the elements 
will be developed for the one electron excitations, it is found 
that the same types of terms are used in each element; but 
that a different combination of these is obtained for two 
electron excitations than for one electron excitations. Thus 
it would not be excessively difficult to include two electron 
excitations into the calculations. Inspection of the matrix 
elements show that those for the lowest two electron excita­
tion are either exactly twice as large as the lowest one 
electron excitation or slightly more than twice as large. This 
would indicate that the energy of the state will be essentially 
twice that of the one electron excitation state, and this en­
ergy in the case of some of the larger molecules would then be 
in the region where higher one electron states are contributing 
to the observed spectra. 
13 
However, this particular two electron excitation could 
have no dipole associated with it and thus could not provide 
an observable'transition or interact with an observable transi­
tion. Two electron excitations, which do not have both ex­
cited electrons going from and moving into the same space or­
bital, could have a dipole and be observed except that the 
energy of their transition state would be too high in the case 
of molecules with a two-fold axis of symmetry or less. The 
only molecules with greater symmetry treated in this study are 
benzene, triphenylene and coronene and of these only coronene 
is large enough that two electron excitations might contribute. 
E. Eigenvalue Problem for Lowest Excited States 
Due to the method of formation of the wave functions, 
as products of solutions to the average one electron 
problem,5^ , the matrice elements saH4), can be reduced to 
SaH- . 
N/2 
-  ( f s s* (fee* 
in which only one integral remains. As this integral contains 
a finite sum of terms it is valid to interchange summation and 
integration to obtain a grand sum of integrals. 
fdVSC^iua 2 gnm)S'a'5> = (N!)"\N!)-*Z 2.16 
/ n=a m=l p pT 
14 
where 
SOliuj, = /dVa-• -dV -»P { ^i")aC^)b. • • <^Vso)k' x. •.] 
{snmj (-1)P' {^l 3^ (^)4....(/yv)?sv)k''1'.--j 
Due to the orthogonality of the orbitals, integration over the 
coordinates of the electrons except the two, n and m, which are 
affected by the electron interaction operator, (gnm), results 
in a zero factor unless the spin and space function of each 
electron are identical in both of the A.P. wave functions. 
This identity of functions can only be achieved by even per­
mutations. Therefore, the integral, Ify jV , is in general 
zero, but equals Î the integral over the coordinate of m and 
n if the functions of all electrons except m and n are identi­
cal. The sign is entirely determined by whether m and n are 
permuted or not with the negative sign resulting from their 
permutation. 
It can be shown (see Appendix) from this rule that for 
the singlet matrix elements gives 
IL 
l0
^.y = 22 2 aalgi bb]-[ ab lg| ab]) 2.17a 
J a=2 b=ll r 
+2[iji|gl jv]-[ij |g| pV] 
where 
15 
a,b are ground state space orbitals other than i or j 
i,j are the ground state space orbitals which have lost 
an electron 
ju,v are the excited space orbitals which have gained an 
electron 
M = (N/2 - 2) + /£j 
and 
[ ab !g| cdj = /dVndVm^ /g IgmnK ^d ' 
In a similar manner it can be shown that each of the triplet 
matrix elements gives 
f -2m N n_1 30r M a~1 , , 
JdV 3%u%2 ' .2U U(3taa '«Ito)" 
[ ab)g| ab] )+ 2 |/uV(2[ aa (g| ijj-[ ai ig( aj] ) 2.17b 
a=l I 
+/ij(2[ aa lg|^v] - [ ap I av ] )| - [ijlgluv] 
In the calculation of spectra the total energies of the 
transition states are not needed--just the differences in en­
ergy between the ground state and the transition states. It 
will, therefore, be convenient to separate a term equivalent 
to the ground state energy from the diagonal transition energy 
matrix elements. The total ground state, H°, is 
N/2 N/2 n-lf 
H° = 22 An + 2 2 j 2[nn |g| mm]-[nm jgj nm] 2.18 
n=l n=2 m=l 
where the summation, n, m, goes over all ground state orbitals 
16 
including i and j- Consequently Eqs. 2-17 become 
SCTHiyjv = H° /ij (il» * [ 9/J^j^+SOpi^» 2 e19 
where 
j^i'^jj ~^i^ij + Z_^(2[satg|ij]-[ai|g|aj]) 
= |(l-ps)[ij|gUv ] - [ijwlg|jy ] 
and where pe is the parity of the spin eigenfunctions -1 for 
singlets and 1 for triplets. 
A convenient way of looking at this equation is to as­
cribe the first tern to the ground'state as defined, the 
second term as the interaction of the single excited electron 
with the ground state, the third term to an interaction of 
the "hole" in the ground state left by the removal of the ex­
cited electron with the ground state, and the last term as ah 
interaction between the hole and the excited electron. 
r 
17 
III. EXPANSION OF THE MOLECULAR ORBITALS INTO 
ATOMIC ORBITALS 
A. Equation for the M.O.*s 
Let the one electron molecular orbitals, y be approxi­
mated as a linear combination of hydrogen like atomic 2pz 
orbitals,X p 
N 
'j = 3.1 





subject to the side condition 
N N 
( / /  Ï H I  = |=i '=pjcqj(Xql)41 Yp) 3-2 
/Sk> = I C pj Cqk (Xp.Xq) ° jjk 
By the method of Lagrange Multipliers the problem may be 
formulated as follows: 
<  A * ! U U j )  -  ^ I  j ^ . )  =  0  3 . 3  
P j J J 3cpj J J 
This leads to the matrix eigenvalue problem for the deter­
mination of the c pj 
18 
<>É- Xj S) Cj = 0 3.42 
or 
N , N 
where 
%q = OYMXq) ^  
SPQ = (Xp "XQ> -
B. One Electron Integrals 
The elements of the matrices, and are each the 
sum of one or more one, two, or" three-center integrals. The 
overlap elements Spq, are easily expressed as a function of 
the product of the interatomic distance, D, in units of the 
Bohr radius, a, and the effective charge, z, of the atoms for 
the 2 pz electron. Explicitly 
Spq = (XP* Q^) = e" ^  1 + P + 2/*l/l5/>3] 3.52 
where 
P - (z/2)(D/a) for the 2 pz electron. The elements of 
may be split into kinetic energy integrals, 
TPQ - aP* I -fc2/2i*V2|-XQ) • 3.5b 
and potential terms, Upq, vâiich themselves are sums of in­
tegrals of the general form of <Xp| ur IXq) or '^plUR«l Xq) 
19 
where the index R includes all carbon atoms of the U1UXCUUXC 
and the index R* includes all hydrogen atoms. The Tpq like 
the Spq are functions of a single orbital exponent, 2, for 
the 2 pZTelectron, but the potential integrals are a function 
of this variable for the wave function part plus additional 
quantities 
-^C = WW* 
= (Z%/D)(D/a) 
There is no reason to assume that would equal * Indeed 
the exterior position of the 7f electrons would lead one to 
expect that the effective charge acting on them would be less 
than for the a electrons. 
C. Determination of Orbital Exponents, Z and 2ç 
It would indeed be satisfying to determine the orbital 
exponents Zq and 2 for the atomic wave functions from purely 
theoretical calculations. However analytical determination 
of atomic wave functions where six electrons are present is 
in a stage of development comparable with that of molecular 
orbitals and numerical solutions for atomic wave functions 
are quite unsuited to use in molecular orbital calculations. 
Thus it seems advisable to,separate the uncertainties of 
rigorously calculated atomic orbitals from the uncertainties 
of the calculation of the molecular orbitals in order to better 
display the merits and shortcomings of the molecular theory 
presented. Thus atomic wave functions for the 7T electrons 
20-21  
will be made to fit experimental measurements in order that 
the molecular calculations may start with the best available 
atomic orbitals. 
The atomic orbitals themselves cannot be directly de­
termined, but theoretical equations predicting experimentally 
measurable quantities as functions of the orbitals may be set 
up and used to choose the best orbital exponents for the hy­
drogen like atomic orbitals used. An individual 7f electron 
in molecular orbital, will feel the potential of almost 
neutral carbon atoms, since for each atom essentially only 
the fractional component of the electron in question would be 
lacking for complete neutrality. Ruedenberg (45) has expressed 
the electron-affinity, Ac, 
-Ac = <Xp|-62/2mV2 • U= | X p )  
as a function of the two orbital exponents, 2 and Z g and re­
lated Z to Z ç by minimization of the resulting expression. 
This choice of an orbital exponent dictates a value for the 
other orbital exponent and for the energy integral. Experi­
mental data then led to the choice of f = 4.2805408 and 
= 2.9860740 to give a value of -Aq^0.69 ev. as reported 
(31) and an exact value, 0.2468, for the overlap, S, of nearest 
neighbors. These values were then used to obtain the values 
of the various kinetic and potential integrals (listed in Table 
1 ) needed for the evaluation of the Hpq. These later values 
22 
could also be obtained more directly from the experimental 
spectra of benzene (45) as will be subsequently mentioned in 
greater detail. Values by the two methods agree within an 
accuracy of 5%. 
D. Simplification of the Matrix Elements 
The elements of the Spq matrix may be conveniently 
written as 
SPQ ' /pQ * ^ PQ 3,6 
where 
S = 0.2468 
=IWS for P ^  Q 
hence 
= fl.O for Rpq = 1.39 A 
^pQ if(Rpq) «1*0 for Rpq ^  1.39 5 . 
Formally Hpq-may be written in a similar fashion. 
HPQ = AP /PQ + /^BPQ 3e7 
where 
AP = Tll+Uin+(2+JP)U12V(1-JP)Ulhl^(XplUR|Xp) 3.8 
_(0 for P=Q 
^ >12>2uI32^(XP|UR|XQ) for P and Q neighbors 
(2(Xp|UplXp)* Z(Xp|uR|Xq) for all other P and Q 
where 
23 
:  R / P ,  R / Q  
an<1 f 1 for P a joint atom 
Jp ~ jo for P a non joint atom 
(-1 for P an end atom 
This arrangement of the matrix elements was for the purpose of 
investigating the possibility of having the two matrices, Spq 
and Ht,-, commute. If the two matrices commute, then a common 
set of eigenvectors could be found that would reduce subse­
quent electron interaction calculations from a four-fold sum­
mation over the atoms to a two-fold summation over the atoms— 
a reduction by a factor of N . To obtain commutation it is 
sufficient to replace Ap by a constant -< and make Bpq =^fpQ*4 
Any approximations and partitioning used to obtain commuta­
tion must however be justified as being consistent with the 
accuracy of the treatment so far and with accuracy of the 
experimental measurements against which the calculated re­
sults are to be judged. 
From Table 1 and Eq. 3.8 we can see that the Ap are the 
largest of the elements of the matrix and as such shall be 
given first consideration. While Ap can be formally written 
^Other workers have achieved commutation by the total 
neglect of overlap which reduces the Spq matrix to the identi­
ty matrix. 
^The accuracy with which experimental electronic spectra 
can be interpreted is limited by its vibrational structure 
and by solvent or crystal effects. 
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Z 
average constant, , plus a correction factor, J-< , 
the correction factor is too large to be neglected entirely. 
Fortunately, while the diagonal elcucntc, Ap, arc the rnoct 
important factor in the eigenvalues, their effect on the eigen­
vectors is considerably less than that of the off diagonal 
elements. Consequently we may use the constant value, , 
for the diagonal elements in the determination of the eigen­
vector, provided we later correct the energy values for the 
differences, P. The corrections, we shall find, are simple, 
and do not lengthen the calculations appreciably, as would 
be the case for off diagonal corrections. 
The exponential decrease of all the integrals both over­
lap, and energy, with distance makes the term Ti2 * 2ui22» 
found in the elements representing nearest neighbors, the 
dominant energy feature of the off diagonal term; for it is 
much larger than both, the non neighbor elements and the major 




f/3 is an average over the small quantities 
Q/P 
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which incidentally is found upon detailed examination to be 
relatively constant for atoms within many molecules. This 
term increases with increasing fraction of joint atoms within 
a molecule. 
Treating the off diagonal elements due to non neighbor P 
and Q is simplified by the relative smallness of these ele­
ments in both the overlap matrix, and the energy matrix, JH, 
and by the fact that the ratio of these elements to those for 
nearest neighbors are reasonably proportional, at least for 
atoms within the same ring. We shall try two choices. One 
is to neglect these elements entirely. Then 
SPQ = </PQ + SMpq 3.12a 
and 
Hp'q =~/pq +4MpQ 3.12b 
where 
Mpq = 1, if P,Q are neighbors 
0, otherwise 
is the "topological matrix" discussed in considerable detail 
by Ruedenberg (45). This will be called the "tight-binding 
approximation." 
The other choice will be to consider Bp^ to be exactly 
proportional t0-^CpQ for all P,Q within the same ring and 
both identically zero for P and Q in different rings. 
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This will be called the "intra-ring approximation." Both ap­
proximations give the same eigenvectors and the same difference 
between eigenvalues for the benzene molecule as is shown by 
Ruedenberg (45). 
As yet oC has been defined only as the best average value 
of Ap. To define it in more specific terms let 
'CN = fraction of non joint atoms 
j = fraction of joint atoms 
^g = fraction of free-end atoms, 
so that 
and further define 




*° = T11 + "ill +(1+^ U121 +<2-r)Ulhl 
A° = Z% |\|Xp> ' RPr* 1-39% 
R 
</•<0 is assumed constant as it is quite small relative 
to oC°. And we may further write 
-T/(U^21 - Ulhl> for end atoms 
f<* p = for non joint atoms 3.14 
(2-T)(U19^ - for joint atoms. 
B. Determination of MO*s 
The eigenvalue problem determining the MO coefficients, 
cTpn, is now 
"An sPQ)c'Qn = 0 •"•15 
(
^Q) = Q c Pnc Qn SPQ = 1 3-16 
Now, let ^ cpn^ the eigenvectors of X» normalized to 
unity, ie., 
^ 4n = 1 
I % V = "a 
wnere the are the eigenvalues of the matrix, )*(. From 
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Eq„ 3.12 it is clear then tnat 
q SPQ °Qn (1 + Smn^cpn 3.18a 
and , 
^ HPq cQn = (*•# "a5 cPn 3"18b 
Hence it follows that Eqs. 3.16, 3.17 are satisfied by 
A n  = ( * +/3tnn ) ( l  + Sn^)""1 3.19 
cPn = <l+Smn)-= cpn 3.20 
and 
(/i |H| /-) = Xi/il- + Z c' c'/L 3.21 
J 1 1J P Pi Pj P 
^Xn can be written in the form 
= -<+ Y mn(l * Sn^)"1 3.22 
where 
• y = (3 - «< s 3.23 
This parameter occurs alone in the calculation of the differ­
ences ( - /L^) needed in Eq. 1.15 as <* cancels out. From 
the orbital exponent determination X is found to equal 
0.212432. Ruedenberg and Layton (45) calculate X independent­
ly from the spectra of benzene as will be discussed later. 
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IV. CONFIGURATION INTERACTION MATRIX IN 
THE LCAO BASIS 
A. Electron Interaction between Atomic Orbitals 
Let us expand the MO's in the electron interaction in­
tegrals in terms of atomic wave functions. Thus 
[/j/j 1/^3 = (dV1dV2^ i(lVj(2) | e2/r12|/k(2)jzfi(2) 
= Q CPI °PJ °QK 4,1 
The last integral is the interaction of two charge distribu­
tions, XpXq and XP XQ- These charge clouds one might think 
of approximating by 
XpXq = SPQXM 4,2 
where M is the midpoint between P and Q. The factor Sp^ 
must be present in order that the expression on the left and 
the expression on the right of Eq. 4.2 have the same total 
charge. Thereby, one would have 
EXPXPIXQXQJ = spp sQQ SIM 4,3 
whe re 
gMM = 1*21X13 • 
-, o 
One might further attempt to approximate /C M by 
Xm  =  ^ p + XQ] 4-4 
which would lead to 
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iXpÀp | XQXQ) = jSpçS—' [lS<P,Q)-G<P,Q>+G<P,Q)*G<?,Q)} 4.5 
Eq. 4.3 is London's approximation (27) while Eq. 4.5 is Mulli-
kins (33) hypothesis. Although the identities given by Eqs. 
4.2 and 4.4 are really not too accurate, it has been found 
that the integral approximations, Eqs. 4.5 and 4.3 are sur­
prisingly good. We shall use Eq. 4.5 in our calculations. 
The integral Gpq depends only on the distance, RpQ> hence 
Gpq = ^  (Rpq) 
The form of <Cj (R) for large distances is clearly the classical 
value of e^/R, since the charge clouds (space charges) do 
closely resemble point charges positioned at their centers 
for large distances. That this form is incorrect for small 
distances may be clearly demonstrated by considering the ex­
treme case of two charges centered about the same point in 
space. The formula e2/R would imply an infinite repulsion 
since R = O, but in fact the interaction is finite and of the 
same order of magnitude as for electrons centered one bond 
length apart. Replacing the point charge concept by a volume 
density obtained from the hydrogen-like atomic orbitals per­
mits the calculation of a finite interaction, which, however, 
is still too large in magnitude. To illustrate the underlying 
reason consider the electron wave-particle from the standpoint 
of its particle-like behavior, with the electron orbital then 
related to the probability of finding the particle at various 
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specific points in space. To consider two electrons in one 
hydrogen-like atomic orbital is to consider them moving inde­
pendently in the same space, which may, however, be enlarged 
or distorted by the presence of the two of them. The prob­
ability of the two particles occupying the same point at the 
same time (classically) would be infinitesimal and the inter­
action would be finite. However the electrons would not move 
independently within the space—their mutual repulsion would 
tend to correlate their movements within the orbital^ and re­
duce their interaction considerably. Electrons in different 
but near.orbitals would be similarly correlated but to a lesser 
extent. The same argument could be made on the basis of the 
wave nature of the electron wave-particle, but it would in­
volve phasing of the wave functions which is less clear as a 
physical concept. 
As before, when a limitation due to the imperfect nature 
of our atomic orbitals is encountered, we use experimental data 
as a guide to the best possible function. Pariser (34) and 
Moffitt(29) have previously fitted a^(R) function, from aro­
matic spectra ; but the function developed by Ruedenberg and Lay-
ton (45) from benzene would appear to be more soundly derived. 
It is 
<^(R) = (5.29150/R)(l-e~*R Z ^ Ak Rk) 
^Helium-like atomic orbitals as used by Sinanoglu (48) 
would give improved results, but are much more difficult to 
use and are still imperfect. 
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V; i. t il 
« c = 2  
A = 0.9760940 
A9 = 0.0478120 
A3 = 2.0340294 
A4 = 1.3490009 
A = 0.3116263 
Ruedenberg and Layton also calculate for jf a value of 0.23235 
ev which can be compared with the value of 0.212432 obtained 
previously from the electron affinity of the neutral carbon 
atom. The agreement for these two independent calculations 
is quite good considering the uncertainties in the experimental 
d?ta. In our calculations the value of 0.23235 ev will be 
used chiefly as being slightly more valid for the purpose. 
B. Electron Interaction between Molecular 
Orbitals 
Returning to the electron interaction integrals required 
for our calculation, we find that they can now be reduced to 
the form 
J tVl]=4|Q |^G(P,Q)+G(P,Q)+G(P,Q)+G(P,Q)]SppSQQ 
c PicpjcQkcQl 4.7 
This equation can be simplified by taking into account that 
the Cpn are also eigenfunctions of the overlap matrix, Spa, 
resulting in the following equations 
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[fS^j | = i(si+sj)(sk+s1)2^ G(PQ)cpiCpjCqiCQj 4.8 
where the are the eigenvalues of the matrix S for the 
orbitals 
sn = 1 + Smn 
By this means the quadruple sum has been reduced to a double 
sum. Further simplifications for the summation can best be 
described by temporarily expressing CpQ in term's of Cpn 
cPn = cPn/ f1+Smn = cPn/ 4*9 
whence 
! 1 4 4 2 q G Ç P q )cpicPjcQkcql 4 . 1 0  
S - +S ; 
Note that the term, 4 1 J , is the ratio of the arith-
ifs^sj" 
metic and geometric mean which, since sQ lies between ^  and 
7/4, will not be greatly different from unity and is quadratic 
in the overlap integral. Thus, if one desired to compute the 
M.O. integrals only up to terms linear in S, then one could 
put the ratios equal to unity giving, 
[Yi^jl^lJ = 2G(PQ)cpiCpjCq^CQj 4.11 
This expression is exactly that used by Pariser and Parr, 
(35-37) and by Pople (41). 
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C. LCAO Expression for Energy Matrix Elements 
In the evaluation of SaiinumV the ground state, Ho, is 
without significance for spectral calculations. The next 
two terms of the form can be conveniently decomposed 
into 
{ t i ' t j }  = f e i ' J j j i  *  + i ' t j }  3 4-12 
where 
{^i'^jjl = (^il -ft2/2mV2 + ZUP + Z U»j /J) 
j^Wjja = -622[Xr I 
= -e2 ^ ^1^3 
The first is very similar in character to the Hamiltonian used 
in determining the MOs, Hence we find by reference to 
the previous formulas 
{^i'^jjl = p q CPi[(* * <^P) <4q +/5MPQ]cQj 4.13 
which reduces to 
jji = (°< +/3mi)(l+Smi)"1 Zij+2(cpiCpj /l<p) 4.14 
An expression for the second is obtained by means of Eq. 
4.8 whence 
{tVjjz = -Ksi+Sj)g^G(PQ)c;ic;j 
+è(si+sj)2 G(PQ)q(P)CpiCpj 4.15 
P»Q 
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where the q(P) are the gross atomic populations 
4.16 
and where the summation is over the ground state orbitals. 
Since the terms G(PQ) are symmetric in P and Q, one may write 
As promised earlier the "ionic" part of the framework poten­
tial essentially cancels against the coulomb part of the elec­
tron interaction, because, for alternants under the tight 
binding approximation, q(P) is identically one and, for the 
augmented intra-ring approximation and for non-alternants, it 
is yet close to unity. 
In like manner the third term, representing the exchange 
part of the electron interaction becomes 
si+s j)2 G(PQ)| [ q(P)-l] Cq^Cqj+[q(Q)-l]Cp^Cpj 
which upon multiplying and symmetrizing becomes 
t i t 
x * Vj1 CpsDCQn 
4.19 
Therefore let us define the bond orders (46) 
G 
p(PQ) - 2 cpncQn 
n=l 
4.20a 
I . u î î u p (PQ) = Z cpncQn = 2_ cpncQn/sn 4.20b 
n—1 n—1 
to make 
=-1/16 2 G(PQ)[(Si+S:)p(PQ)+s.s,p'(PQ) 
\ 1 P,Q J 1 1 J 
+p"(PQ)][cP£Cqj+Cq^Cpj] 4.21 
Ruedenberg (45, 46) develops the following relationships 
p'(PQ) = o-l |p(PQ)+ c'[3/2 P(PQ)-(pM)pq]j 4.22a 
p"(PQ) = a|p(PQ)-o,[3/2 p(PQ)-(pM)pq]j 4.22b 
Eliminating (pM)pq between the two equations yields the rela­
tionship 
p"(PQ) = 2ap(PQ) - o2 p®(PQ) 4.23 
where • 
a = 1 + 3/2 S 
This relationsnip gives a more convenient form of Eq. 4.21 
pi,^3 =-1/16^2 G(PQ)[ (2a+si+sJ-)p(PQ) 
+ (sisj-a2)p r(PQ)] x^cpicQj+cQicpj3 4.24 
The last term of soHj^(Eq. 2.19) is found by a simi­
lar substitution to be 
s« 
^i^^/4=-i(si+si,)(sj+SjU)2 G(PQ)(cpiCpyCqjCqJJ) ( J P » Q 
+ »(1-Ps)(s^+sj)(sv+5y)2 G(PQ)(cp£CpjCq^Cqy 4.25 
P,Q 
For the purposes of programming it was convenient to sum 
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ovor only P >, Q s  since all icztiz could be cy::.:.etri^cw i:lih 
regard to P and Q. The fact, that all tcrir.s of the original 
svo are included for P = Q, but that o:ily half of the terms 
are included for P ? Q, was t alien care of by the definition 
G'(FQ) = h" G(PQ) for ? / Q 4.26 
G*(PQ) = 1/3 G(PQ) for P = Q 
The equation for the elements as programmed is: 
= (S;-Sy) / / 
s —= J  i j < f v »  4,27 
sisv 
+2(S^+Sj)2 G'(P,Q) |[q(P)-l3cQiCQj^[q(Q)-ljCpiCpj|/^u 
"2(s^+s^)Z c'(PQ) |[q(P)-l]c^CQ^[q(Q)-l]cp^cp^ ^  
-Z G\P,Q)[(2o+s^+3^)p(PQ)/2 <-(s.w-c2)p\PQ)/2] 
PQ ^ 
Pi:cQv +cQacPv> 
+ Z G'(2Q)[(2c+S;+s:)p(-Q)/2 + (s^s.-c2)P'^^V2] 
PQ J  J  
, : s . * î x / 
x PicQ j QiCPj 
* ( G11 ~Gi2•*s2mPQ§ (3p (PQ)LCpiCqj +CqiCpj] 
- X 
-q(P)CQicQj-q<q)cpicI?;.| 
-3-(G11-G12)S2Mpq 2 j3p (PQ)Ccp^,CQj/+CQ^Cp^3-q (.p)Cq c^ 
-q(Q)cp ,cp i. 
-(Si+S )(Sj+s ja)2^G t(PQ)(cp icp cQjcQu"c?jcPucQicQ )  
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* 1 o) (si+sj)(s^sv)2 G,(PQ)(CpicpjC y^Cqj*CpyCpvCQiCQj) 
v 
* | Ap (cPicPj L* - cP>icPv /ij) 
where 
2 —> Z 
PQ P>/Q 
D. Transition Moments 
The oscillator strength for any transition can also be 
expanded in terms of the LCAO-MO's. The dipole transition 
moment, Q, can be expressed as a superposition of the con­
figuration transition moments, q", thusly 
Qex= IT ^  Cex>^ 4.28 
where the Cexjv are the coefficients of the configuration in­
teraction for a given excited State,tp"and 
qjv = ( ,?0 1 2Rj_ | 4.29a 
= 2 2"(Rp + RQ) SpQ CpjC^j 4.29b 
= i (Sj+Sy)2(Rp)CpjCp^ . 4.29c 
Therefore the oscillator strength is given as 
fex = V6(VEex/EH)[2 Cexj <s>s 4.30 
where 
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Ey = e2/2a = ionization energy of hydrogen 
a = li2/me2 = the Bohr radius, 
and A Eex is the excitation energy of State^~ex* 
V. SCOPE OP APPLICATION 
•A. Purpose of Specific Application 
The quantum mechanics of aromatic molecules has continued 
to attract interest for several reasons. The molecules them­
selves are important, and their chemical and physical proper­
ties have been studied fairly extensively by experiment. 
Their spectra exhibit distinctive regularities which have per­
mitted early empirical classification. Even relatively simple 
theoretical work can correlate reasonably well with various 
observed properties of at least a number of molecules. How­
ever an equal interest arises from the possibility of testing 
and proving more rigorous methods in molecular theory. For 
this purpose conjugated systems are exceptionally well suited, 
since attention can be focused upon interatomic molecular 
aspects with a minimum of purely atomic complications. This 
is so because, to a good approximation, each atom contributes 
but one atomic orbital and at most one electron, and, in 
hydrocarbons, all of the atomic orbitals are essentially 
identical. On the other hand, due to the variety in geometri­
cal patterns, series can be formed which display systematic and 
often subtle relationships whose qualitative reproduction fre­
quently provides a more reliable and sensitive test for the 
theory than isolated comparisons for individual molecules. 
The objective of the present study is neither to account 
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for the observed spectra of conjugated hydrocarbons with a 
minimum of theoretical effort, nor to achieve a maximum of 
agreement with experimental values; such objectives can ob­
viously be better pursued by less rigorous, semi-empirical 
approaches. Rather the objective is the development and test­
ing of a theory sufficiently rigorous and flexible so that 
(1) it can be extended to more complex systems, e.g., involving 
hetro-atoms; (2) it can give a realistic and sensitive indica­
tion of inadequacies in the assumptions, in particular of those 
errors which, in the semi-empirical treatments, are masked by 
compensation effects; (3) it might give a reasonably reliable 
indication of such unobservable quantities as molecular elec­
tronic wave functions. 
Since the approximations and assumptions have been pre­
viously discussed, they will be but briefly reviewed here. 
Without full theoretical analysis, the present treatment adopts 
the usual purely electronic approach, omitting specific inter­
action with the 0-electrons. However, in contrast to previous 
work, the overlap-dependent contributions are taken realisti­
cally, though not completely, into account; two alternative 
approximations for the small elements of the overlap and one-
electron energy-matrices are followed through: the "tight-
binding" approximation and the "intra-ring approximation." 
Extensive, though not exhaustive, configuration interaction al­
lows for electron correlation. The choice of atomic orbitals 
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involved gauging the short-range electron interaction and the 
atomic framework contributions by reference to the benzene 
spectrum and the carbon valence state. 
The calculations permit an evaluation of the validity of 
these hypotheses. Limits of error for the tight-binding ap­
proximation and the intra-ring approximation should be found 
by comparing the calculations made under the two assumptions. 
For, the tight-binding approximation underestimates the 
smaller-than-neighbor matrix elements, whereas the intra-ring 
approximation overestimates the smaller-than-neighbor energy 
elements. Any error due to either approximation should be 
smaller than that introduced, but hidden, in the studies based 
on the neglect of neighbor elements [see Pariser (34) and Pople 
(40)]. Furthermore, the inclusion of at least neighbor overlap 
renders the calculations responsive to the actual bond lengths. 
The effect of the latter on the spectra will be demonstrated 
in those, all too few, cases where the true bond lengths are 
well established and comparative calculations possible. Another 
effect traced by the present calculations is the corrections 
which arise by taking into account the differences between non-
joint and joint atoms in the diagonal elements of the frame­
work potential matrix. 
The inadequacies due to the neglect of interactions with 
o-electrons and these inherent in the gauging of atomic orbitals 
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could not be determined by comparative calculations. However, 
as there is no reason for consistent compensation between them 
in all molecules, an absence of sizeable unexplained disagree­
ments between experiment and calculations would seem to imply 
that such errors are small. None-the-less, a bona fide analysis 
of the corresponding corrections could contribute valuable in­
sight. 
B. Outline of Calculation 
The calculations were performed on an IBM-704 computer 
with a 32K core memory at the Midwest Universities Research 
Association, Madison, Wisconsin, by a completely automatic 
program. In the following, the course of the calculations ex­
ecuted is briefly described. Copies of and more detail about 
the program can be made available to interested persons. 
The required input consists of the name of the molecule, 
the number of conjugated carbon atoms, and the cartesian co­
ordinates of each of these. The non-conjugated neighbors are 
assumed to be hydrogens unless additional input specifies 
otherwise. Further, if there are symmetry planes perpendicular 
to the plane of the molecule or a center of symmetry, a list 
of symmetrically placed atoms may be added for the program's 
use. 
From this input are computed all interatomic distances 
and, from these, the overlap integrals for the intra-ring ap­
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proximation are calculated. The overlap matrix is diagonalized 
by Jacobi's procedure, the eigenvalues are ordered according to 
decreasing size, and the symmetries of the eigenvectors are de­
termined if the previously mentioned symmetry input data had 
been supplied. In general the diagonalization procedure does 
not produce symmetrical and antisymmetrical eigenvectors for 
degenerate eigenvalues; such eigenvectors are constructed by a 
subsequent transformation. The overlap eigenvectors are then 
converted to eigenvectors of the neutral framework Hamiltonian 
matrix. 
After determining the joint atoms, end atoms, and non-
joint atoms, the program determines the applicable resonance 
integral, / , and the joint correction, JoC , to the coulomb 
integral. Then the ground state bond order matrices, p and p1, 
are computed. Furthermore, from the interatomic distances, the 
interatomic two-electron interaction integrals, 
[PP| QQ] =(jr(PQ), are determined 
Next, in preparation for the configuration interaction 
calculation, the one-electron excitations are examined as to 
transition energy and symmetry, if present. Discarded are 
those having transition energy in excess of 60,000 wave numbers 
or not having a dipole moment in transition with the ground 
state for symmetry reasons. The remaining excitations split 
into two non interacting groups with mutually perpendicular 
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dipole moments. For each group, the configuration matrices are 
now constructed and then diagonalized giving the energies and 
compositions of the excited singlets and triplets and the 
oscillator strengths for the singlets. From these results a 
theoretical spectrum is synthesized by a procedure to be dis­
cussed in the next section. 
After termination of the intra-ring approximation calcu­
lations, the procedure is repeated for the tight-binding ap­
proximation. 
C. Outline of Results 
The machine printed results are divided into two parts. 
The first contains the material pertaining directly to the 
spectra and aiding in their interpretation or assignment. The 
second part consists of basic information concerning the atomic 
contributions, which is needed for the calculation or estimation 
of molecular properties, including among others, spectra. 
In the first (spectral) part it is assumed that in a 
molecule of N atoms there exist N molecular orbitals, well 
ordered according to increasing energies and numbered 1 to N. 
The excited wave functions are then merely characterized by 
their composition in terms of one electron excitations (n—»Y). 
For each of these jumps (n—*7 ), the printed output follows the 
development of the energy, from the one-electron jump, through 
4o 
the diagonal elements of the configuration interaction matrix, 
(with and without joint correction), to the final state energy 
(again with and without joint correction). The oscillator 
strength and its transition moment components are given for the 
transition states and the moments are also supplied for the one-
electron excitations. A table with this detailed information 
is given (22a) for each molecular calculation (i.e. molecule 
and method of approximation). Figure 27 abstracts transition 
energies and oscillator strengths for the major transitions 
of all molecules treated. 
In order to permit direct comparison with experimental 
spectra, without the somewhat subjective intermediary of in­
terpretive assignments, the program finally calculates, and 
automatically plots, theoretically predicted spectra. Smoothed 
vibronic broadening is simulated by assuming, for each transi­
tion, a triangular bandshape. in the € vs X ^ spectrum. - In ac­
cordance with the empirically observed average half width of 
2kK, a base of 4kK is chosen for this triangle. Its height, 
6(max.), is found from.the relationship between oscillator 
strength, f, and band area, vis 
f = (Trro)~1 d( X-1) k ( X-1) 5.1 
where 
r = e2/mc2 = 2.81784 x 10™13 cm 
o 
is the classical "electron radius" and the "absorption coef­
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7 ficient" K is related to the usual extinction coefficient, 
€ , by 
K = C(103lnl0/N) 
with N = Avagadro number. 
One obtains 
£(max) = (6.82188 x I0~7/Nro)f 
C(max) = 115,813 f (liter/mole cm) 5.2 
whence 
log € (max)^ log f +5. 5.3 
After superposing all bands, a plot of log 6 vs X is 
made and printed. Since the logarithm is plotted, in accordance 
with the usual spectral tracings, the initial choice of the 
individual bandshapes is practically irrevelant. 
In order to trace similarities between individual transi­
tions for a variety of different molecules, decompositions of 
the transition-dipole moments were machine plotted for all 
transitions with oscillator strength greater than 0.0005 in the 
following manner. 
If, in the state function of a given excited state, the 
one-electron transitions (n-*V) occur with coefficients C(« v), 
the transition dipole to the ground state is given by 
^ G is defined by its use in the equation l/lo=l0" cx. 
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as shown by Eq. 4.28. In order to exhibit the relative import­
ance of the individual atomic contributions to the total moment, 
the scaled quantities, 
CT5[N| 2 C(ny) CPNCP J J2 5.5 
(n ) 
(where a is the sign of the sum before taking the absolute -
value) were considered optimal for display. They are printed, 
in map form, at the atomic positions. The (sn+s^)/2 are omitted 
because they are essentially constant, close to 2. Since the 
Cpn>cp are subject to a normalization involving summation over 
N atoms, the chosen quantities exhibit variation from -9 to +9. 
For the mapping they are truncated to integers. 
For our more complex wavefunctions these dipole maps 
replace the nodal arguments used by Piatt, in analogy to atomic 
spectra, for the perimeter model. It will be seen that there 
are interesting agreements as well as significant disagreements 
between the present analysis and the pattern of perimeter nodes. 
A second table of machine printed results (22b) con­
sists of basic information concerning the molecular orbitals. 
Reference to their component atomic orbitals is based on a 
molecular map printed out to scale with the atomic numbering in 
the appropriate positions. The cartesian coordinates of these 
o 
are printed beneath in units of D = 1.395 A. 
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Next are printed the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
overlap matrix and those of the neutral framework-hamiltonian 
matrix. The molecular orbitals are numbered in order of in­
creasing one electron energy and characterized by their sym­
metry properties with respect to symmetry planes and centers 
of symmetry. Finally the Coulson-type bond order matrix, p, 
as well as the Mulliken-type band order matrix, p1, are printed 
out. 
D. Discussion of Experimental Information 
Before comparing the results of the calculation with ex­
periment, it might be well to consider the limitations in the 
experimental spectra itself. The most obvious is the limita­
tion of the available spectral range. Measurements must in 
general be made in solution, a solid solution in some cases, 
which restricts them to the range of transmission of the solvent 
and precludes measurement of the many short wave transitions. 
Consequently, except for certain molecules for which special 
Q 
pains have been taken, the available spectra are limited to a 
few of the lower transitions. 
The interpretation is complicated by solvent shifts, de-^ 
• pendent upon the transition involved as well as upon the solvent. 
^See Klevens and Piatt, Technical Report for 1953-54, Part 
One, of the Laboratory of Molecular Structure and Spectra, Uni­
versity of Chicago. 
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A more serious problem is that of vioronic interactions with 
electronic transitions^ to create broad, poorly defined maxima 
and to introduce peaks often indistinguishable from electronic 
transitions. 
On the theoretical side the comparison is made difficult 
by the fact that the number of transitions that can be calcu­
lated is proportional to the square of the number of atoms and 
the fraction in the observable region increases for larger mole­
cules. Thus, except for small mol ecu", es and except for the two, 
or three lowest transitions and the strongest transition, which 
remain clearly distinguishable for all molecules, experimental 
as well as theoretical spectra lose more and more of their dis­
tinctiveness with increasing molecular size. 
Therefore the simpler hydrocarbons which have been the 
primary object of previous investigations will provide the 
more sensitive test of the present method in that their spectra 
are more characteristic and more thoroughly measured and as­
signed. The most critical test will lie in the still smaller 
^As an illustration of the difficulties, consider the two 
lowest transitions, 'Lb and 'La, in the standard sequence naptha-
lene, anthracene, napthacene, and pentacene. The earlier as­
signment of the strongest of these two transitions, ,La, by 
Piatt and Klevens (39) differs from Ham*s later assignment by 
• more than 2 KK for two of these. The weaker transition, 'L^, 
can be picked out of the spectra only for the first and last 
members of the sequence. This transition was located in anthra­
cene by the use of polorized light on a carefully prepared, 
solid solution crystal, but the transition in napthacene has not 
been experimentally located. 
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subgroup for which atomic positions have been determined with 
precision, since correct positions alone allow the present 
theory full scope. 
The more complex molecules, which are not well treated by 
the semi-empirical theories, are also included to test the 
theory, to provide theoretical information on these molecules, 
and to provide a fairer comparison^ between the present method 
and the semi-empirical methods. As for these molecules plots 
of assigned transitions vs calculated transitions tend to become 
rather arbitrary in the assignments. It was found more il­
luminating to compare the synthetic spectra for each molecule 
directly with a reproduction of the actual experimental spectra. 
Relationships among calculated transitions are discussed on the 
basis of the dipole make-up plot previously mentioned. 
l^The semi-empirical methods may be expected to show up 
most favorably relative to a more theoretically restricted 
theory for the family of molecules used in fitting their con­
stants. This advantage fades as the molecules differ more and 
more from those used in the fitting. 
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VI. LIN-iAR P0LYAC12NLS 
A. General  Conclusions  
Although the present  s tudy includes  many molecules ,  the  
f irt ' - t  f ive  of  the  l inear pol  yaconu.-:  remain the  backbone of  
comparison with experiment  for  two reasons,  both experimental .  
First  of  a l l ,  the  experimental  spectra for  a l l  but  oentacene 
are  more complete  than usual  and have been careful ly  studied 
and assigned to  e lectronic  transi t ions .  In part icular ,  measure­
ments  have been,extended to  shorter  wavelengths ,  and for  sever­
al  transi t ions  the polarizat ions  have been determined and can 
be reasonably extended to  the ent ire  group.  The second reason ' 
i s  that ,  of  the  four aromatic  molecules  whose atomic posi t ions  
are  known with confidence,  three  are  members  of  this  grouD.  
are  known,  ;  viz . .  For those  molecules  whose atomic posi t ions::  
: 
benzene,  napthalene,  and anthracene,  calculat ions  are  made 
us ing the t ight-binding approximation with exact  distances  ( to  
be designated TBX) and the  intra-ring approximation with exact  
distances  (designated IRX).  For a l l  members  of  the  group,  
transi t ions  are  calculated for  both approximations  under the  
o  
addit ional  assumption that  a l l  bond lengths  are  1 .395A and a l l  
" o bond angles  120 —both "aromatic  mean values ."  These  latter  
calculat ions  are  denoted by TBM and 1RM. 
From the results  of  these  calculat ions  the fo l lowing con­
c lusions  may be drawn.  (1)  The energy levels  obtained using 
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correct distances clearly show better agreement than those cal­
culated with constant bond lengths and angles, where the latter 
refers to the earlier semi-empirical calculations as well as 
the present work. (2) The present method when restricted to 
constant bond lengths and angles gives quite acceptable results 
which are, however, clearly inferior to those of the best semi-
empirical methods. These results imply rather strongly that 
the actual positions of the atoms are hot negligible parameters 
as has been implied in previous work. (3) For all four present 
combinations (i.e. TBM, IRM, TBX, and IRX) of approximation and 
distance-assumption, the intensities of a given transition are 
usually quite similar. Although the intensity of the strongest 
transition of each molecule is reasonably reproduced, the weak 
bands are too strong. (4) The spectral region extending from 
the strong transition, B^, to higher energies becomes crowded 
and therefore rather confused for the larger molecules. In 
these cases, the synthetic spectra proved the most straight­
forward means of comparing theory with experiment. (5) The 
dipole-decomposition plots previously described as a means of 
relating transitions between different molecules serve their 
purpose well. They clearly confirm certain empirical relation­
ships, such as Clar*s (2); they moreover show where, with in­
creasing molecular size, new types of transitions hatch, 
whereas others do not preserve their characteristics. 
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B. Discussion of Transition Energies 
Calculated and assigned experimental energies are shown 
together on Figures 1-4; one figure considers all five mole­
cules for one method of calculation. Polarization and rela­
tionships between transitions in different molecules are indi­
cated only when considered justifiable. For the purpose of 
discussion it is convenient to divide the transitions into 
three groups : (1) the strongest and sharpest transition names 
^B^ by Piatt, (2) the families of transitions below ^B^ in 
energy, and (3) the remaining transitions with energies greater 
than or, in pentacene, comparable to ^ B^. 
For the transitions below use of exact atomic posi­
tions yield a perfect fit between calculated and experimental 
energies and polarizations regardless of which approximation 
(TBX or IRX) is used. However, since exact distances are not 
known for the two largest molecules, the assumption of constant, 
bond lengths and angles is unavoidable if all molecules are to 
be treated. With these incorrect distances, the results for 
the same transitions are not nearly as good. In particular 
the lowest triplets fall three to five kK below the experimen­
tal values (note that the distances are correct for benzene). 
This consistency of error for the IRM and TBM cases, coupled 
with the lack of error for the IRX and TBX cases, suggest that 
the use of exact distances in napthacene and pentacene, were 
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they available, would eliminate the error. The remaining three 
1 
transitions per molecule below are already well fitted by 
TBM and reasonably well fitted by IRM for napthacene and penta­
cene, and the more erroneous of ~La in napthalene and anthracene 
are eliminated in TBX and IRX. Thus it seems not unreasonable 
to expect the use of correct distances to bring all of these 
transitions into excellent agreement with experiment. 
The very prominent transition shows a beginning of 
error even when exact distances are used. For TBX the calcu­
lated value is slightly high at anthracene and for the intra-
ring approximation, IRX the error begins at napthalene and is 
over a kK at anthracene. Use oC the incorrect, average dis­
tances gives results that are a bit poorer for these two mole­
cules and probably the same would hold for the two larger 
molecules. Even so the average'error for all molecules and 
methods is roughly 2kK which is still considered fairly good. 
The remaining higher transitions are not predicted as ac­
curately, although for the larger molecules it is difficult to 
prove this because of the increasing number of transitions pre­
dicted in this region. Only two of these higher transitions 
can be observed in napthalene and both of these are reasonably 
but not closely predicted by the TBX method. The results by 
the other exact distance approximation, IRX.are for once quite 
a bit higher for both transitions resulting in errors of S IOC 
and 4kK respectively for the two transitions. 
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While two high experimental transitions are also experi­
mentally assigned in anthracene, all calculations place at 
least three theoretical transitions nearby- The synthetic 
spectra shows, however, that some of these are underlying and, 
as a whole, it exhibits a reasonable similarity to the actual 
spectrum. 
In napthacene and pentacene the calculated transitions in 
this region seem to form a barrage, which for still larger 
molecules would presumably appear more and more continuous 
(possibly amenable to treatment by plasma theory). Under these 
circumstances the synthetic spectra become increasingly helpful 
in comparing theory and experiment. 
C. Comparisons between Different 
Approximations 
In Figures 5-7 separate diagrams were prepared for each 
of the three molecules (excluding benzene) whose atomic posi­
tions are accurately known with confidence. These plots, which 
show intensities and energy levels, compare the four methods 
of calculation of the present study as well as the two best 
of the previous semi-empirical methods ^  with experimental 
assignments. 
^One is the LCAO-MO theory without neighbor overlap by 
Pariser (34), and the other is the free-electron-MO by Ham 
and Ruedenberg (15, 16). 
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The figures exhibit clearly that both of the present ap­
proximations using exact distances fit the experimental ener­
gies better than the semi-empirical methods, and that these in 
turn are better than the present approximations when constant 
bond lengths are assumed. Both approximations using exact 
distances yield equally perfect fits for the lower transitions; 
but the higher transitions, which presumably are subject to 
increasing error as larger one-electron jumps are involved, 
indicate, particularly in napthalene, that TBX fits the experi­
mental energy levels considerable better than IRX. (Pariser 
too calculated these transitions, but the energies obtained 
were even higher than IRX). 
The somewhat unexpected conclusion would seen to be that 
neglect of the smaller-than-neighbor elements in the overlap 
1? 
and one-electron energy matrices, implicit in TBX, results 
in less error than taking them into account in the manner of 
IRX. To a large extent the explanation must lie in the par­
ticular manner in which the small matrix elements are approxi­
mated in IRX. In order to achieve commutation between the 
matrices in the equations of 3.12c, it was assumed that 
Bpq =yipQ = Spq/S for Rpq »1.39A as well as for Rpq ^  1.39A. 
Actually, however, Bpq is less than Spq/S under the former cir-
^one is tempted to compare the good results of TBX with 
its neglect of smaller-than-neighbor elements with the fairly 
good results obtained when all neighbor elements are neglected. 
Ruedenberg (45) has analyzed the latter as resulting from a 
fortunate cancellation of linear terms. 
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cumstances. It was felt that this compromise, which correctly 
treated the elements of one matrix (Spq) within a ring, over­
estimated the other (Hpq) within a ring, and underestimated 
both beyond one ring distance, would produce an improvement. 
Another compromise, in which smaller values would be used for 
,A(p elements for Rpq » 1.3 9A, ^ 3 might prove more successful. 
Both S and H could be fully considered by obtaining the 
rQ PQ 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors from Spq as in IRX, but calculating 
corrections to the final energy matrix14 to take care of the 
overestimate of small Hpq elements. 
Another possible factor may be a greater sensitivity of 
the intra-ring approximation to the neglect of a electrons. 
Whereas TBX gives a constant value of unity for all gross 
atomic populations, the latter are usually unequal, in the IRX 
approximation, for two neighbors-greater than unity for one and ' 
less than unity for the other. The o electrons in the bond be­
tween the atoms would tend to compensate for this charge dis­
parity, were they taken into account. This effect should be 
greater for the azulene family. 
"^One such compromise would be to set/Hpq = Bpq for 
P / Q. Unfortunately Bpq is more difficult to calculate than 
sPq. 
The use of correction terms for the small Hpq elements 
would be more difficult-than the correction terms for the 
diagonal Hpq elements, since summation over both P and Q would 
be necessary. It still avoids summing over four indices as 
would be involved if the matrices were not made to commute. 
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In any case it is encouraging that both approximations 
match experiment and each other as well as they do. 
The intensities given for each transition by the four 
methods are usually similar and there is an even greater re­
semblance between the two TB or the two IR methods. As in the 
previous semi-empirical calculations, the intensities of the 
strongest transitions are a bit too strong. The weaker transi­
tions show the same error to a greater degree. For example, 
the calculated value of the intensity if in napthalene is 
50 x weaker than ^B^ when it should be 10 times weaker yet. 
Pariser goes to the opposite extreme of an infinite ratio as 
he gives a zero intensity. However, Ham and Ruedenberg 
obtain the correct intensity ratio. 
D. Criteria for Forming Families of 
Transitions 
Several criteria have been used in the past for classi­
fying the electronic transitions into families whose members 
can be traced through all polyacenes. On the basis of regu­
larities concerning energies, intensities, and vibronic struc­
ture found empirically in the actual spectra, Clar (2) pointed 
out that, usually, three distinct and characteristically differ­
ent bands could be recognized in each aromatic hydrocarbon. 
These he called the 01 band, the y5 band, and the p band. 
Later theoretical calculation led to the grouping of the 
excited states according to irreducible representations of the 
molecular symmetry group. The linear polyacene singlets fall 
into four groups. Only two of these, however, 1B2u (AJL,S // ) 
and ^B^ (SJ_,A// ) have a dipole transition with the ground-
state and may thus contribute to the observable spectra. Each 
group has a specific polarization, which can be experimentally 
determined.' As two main directions of polarization are also 
found for but approximate symmetry, the two classes of charac­
teristic polarizations are indeed fundamental. They alone, 
however, do not furnish sufficient subdivision for a satis­
factory classification. 
Piatt (38) stressed that, in view of Clar's observations, 
these molecules must exhibit certain quantum mechanical simi­
larities in addition to the symmetry properties just mentioned. 
Basing his arguments on the perimeter model and drawing an­
alogues -to the use of angular momentum in simple atomic spectra, 
he characterized the transitions by the nodal behavior of their 
one-electron jumps and proposed a system of classification 
which accounted for the families of Clar and moreover suggested 
additional families frequently hidden under stronger transi­
tions or in an optically inaccessible region. His classifica­
tion retained the division according to polarization. 
Moffitt and Pariser developed a different explanation for 
Clar's relationships, based on the fact that, in the neighbor­
hood of the highest occupied orbital, viz. the (n/2)**1 orbital, 
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the one-electron energies are fairly evenly spaced. Conse­
quently, the 4 lowers transitions, fall roughly into the 
following order: [N/2—> (N/2 + 1)J < [(N/2 - l)->(N/2 +1)]^ 
[N/2—» (N/2 + 2)]< [(N/2 - 1)—*» (N/2 + 2)]. The first yields 
essentially ^"L > the second and third are known as "paired 
1 1 
excitations" and interact to form and L^, while the fourth 
essentially becomes ^B^. In the neglect-of-dif ferential-
overlap approximation used by these authors, these paired ex­
citations, as well as other higher, excitation pairs, are de­
generate and the resulting states are 1:1 mixtures, viz., the 
+ and - combinations. Since the minus combinations interact 
only with each other, Pariser suggested a division of the ac­
tual transitions into + and - states as a subclassification 
within the group theoretical species. 
Unfortunately this subdivision is limited to alternants, 
and even there the + combinations are much more numerous and 
but two of them, ^B^ and ^B^, account for almost all ob­
servable transitions in the linear polyacenes. Hence, this sub­
division is not too helpful. 
In the present more accurate calculation, it is still 
true that the-lowest three transitions arise from the first 
three excitations mentioned above ; but Pariser's +-' classifi­
cation loses its meaning. On the other hand, the essence of 
Piatt's classification was seen as a structural analysis of 
the transition moments. ror the trigonometric wave functions 
of the perimeter model, his analysis of nodes alone provided 
a complete description. For the present more complicated wave 
function, a more thorough analysis of the transition dipole 
structure is needed to establish clearly kinships between dif­
ferent molecules. 
It proved possible to determine such finer features with 
the help of the graphical dipole decomposition, in map form, 
which was described earlier. The transitions on which Clar's 
and Piatt's identifications agree are clearly related by common 
characteristics and so are a number of additional transitions. 
In some molecules, it is found that a relationship is disrupted 
by extensive configuration interactions which had been absent 
in smaller molecules. The relationships can be best appre­
ciated from the figures themselves, which have sufficient 
numerical variation for good resolution, but not so .much as 
to create confusion.^ 
Consider first the four low transitions, ^La, 
and ^"Ba in Piatt's nomenclature. The dipole maps reflect,, 
of course, the well known symmetry properties : ^La and "*"Ba 
are symmetrical about the. short axis, anti-symmetrical about 
the long axis, while and ^B^ are anti-symmetrical about 
the short axis, symmetrical about the short. 
1 ^  Four figure values are.also listed,• in case there is an 
interest in greater resolution. 
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The is characterized by having a node in every bond 
just as Piatt suggested. The values at the atoms alternate 
sign, but are not uniform as they would be in the perimeter 
model. The two largest magnitudes are found in the short 
axis ; succeeding values of the same sign diminish towards the 
outside within one quadrant. The values of opposite sign have 
their smallest magnitude next to the short axis and increase 
away from this axis. The envelopes of the two groups are es­
sentially parallels. 
The dipole map of too, exhibits the nodal properties 
suggested by Piatt, viz., one single node only along the short 
axis. In addition the following details occur consistently. 
The atomic contributions increase gradually from the central 
node, but after a short inflection peak suddenly to a high va'i 
at the end atoms. This is the origin of the very strong in­
tensity of 
In contrast, the dipole does not have the multiple 
nodes derived by Piatt from the perimeter model: instead it 
1 1 has a single node like "3^. The re?-tT:I:l?.rce to "B. is in fact 
very close in al3 particulars, except that the magnitudes in­
volved are much smaller, resulting in the very small transi­
tion moment. Indeed, to the extent that ~L-0 and *3^ arise 
from paired transitions, the atomic dipole contributions of 
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•^"L^ must be proportional to those of ^B^ in any calculation--
not just the present. Our result for is not in complete 
disagreement with Piatt's picture : the simple perimeter mode1 
produces nodes at all atoms, and the present atomic contribu­
tions are small. They would indeed vanish if, instead, the 
results of Pariser1 s approximation would be plotted in like 
manner. The major difference from Piatt1 s diagrams lie in the 
dipole contributions assigned to the bond regions. While the 
free-electron perimeter model suggests antinodal behavior, the 
actual bond contributions are smaller than those from the atoms. 
Similar limitations of the free-electron model are found when­
ever the number of nodes equals the number of atoms. 
The transition differs from the previous ones in 
that there exists no characteristic dipole pattern for it which 
would persist to the higher molecules of the polyacene series. 
This is a consequence .of the increasing amounts of configura­
tion interaction to which ^ 3? is subject because of its con­
stantly high one-electron excitation energy. In napthalene it 
has the single node along the long axis that Piatt proposed. 
The dipole structure is similar to that of however, in 
that for both it fluctuates strongly, although the fluctua­
tions in are not strong enough to produce nodes through 
all bonds. In anthracene, however, eight additional nodes are 
barely produced^—only four short of ~La. In napthacene two 
l^This applies to the TBX case. The less accurate TBM 
method produces the nodes strongly. 
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additional transitions have moved down to interact very 
strongly (>50%) with the [ (N/2 - 1 ) —>(N/2 + 2 ) J one-electron 
jump to form transitions with new and varying characteristics. 
Conclusions concerning this transition are further complicated 
since it is one where the differences between TBM and the more 
nearly correct TBX are greatest and the fine details provided 
by the dipole analysis are sensitive to such considerations. 
The correct distances needed for TBX are not available for the 
very molecules in which the complications arise. 
In order to describe the relationships for the remaining 
transitions, it is convenient to have short state labels. 
Since the nomenclature derived from the perimeter model does 
not really fit, and since it seemed premature to promulgate 
another general scheme on the basis of the present work alone, 
the following simple nomenclature is used in the following , 
discussion. The long axis polarized states arc labeled LI, 
L2, L3, L4,.... The short axis polarized are labeled Si, 
S2, S3v.... The order of numbering goes in the direction of 
increasing energy in the first molecule in which a member of 
the particular family is encountered. Naturally in larger 
molecules-, additional transitions arise. If some appear to 
resemble those of an already existing family, such branching 
is brought out by using symbols like LI1, S21, L31, L3" etc. 
In particular the previously discussed states are now 
denoted as follows: 
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Lb — LI, B}-, — L2, La — SI, Ba — S2. 
On the whole it is surprising how many of the transitions 
can be placed into families with quite consistent character­
istics. This is indicated by the many connecting curves on 
Figures 1-4. The only case where such correlations are really 
hopeless and therefore omitted in this figure is the group of 
heavily interacting states into which ^B = ls2 disappears 
from napthacene on. 
Best characterized are the long axis-polarized transitions. 
In fact all L transitions below 55 IcK except LI and L2, seem 
to belong to one clan denoted by L3, L3:, and L3". (See Fig­
ure 12.) The main branch, L3, has the almost identical struc­
ture as Sl(^La) except that there is a nocie rather than a maxi­
mum on.the short axis. It has nodes in every bond. The next 
branch, L3T, is characterized by maintaining the total num­
bers of nodes and the general appearance of L3 in anthracene 
through the larger molecules, and hence does not have nodes 
in every bond. The third branch, L3rt is a very weak series 
of transitions with character half-way between L3 and L31. 
The remaining long axis polarized transitions all seem to 
be characterized by being flat and of one sign from the central 
nodes to the next to end atom and then .changing sign strongly 
to attain the maximum magnitude. Thus these transitions are 
all classed together as L4 and L4'. 
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The remaining short axis polarizations do not carry a 
rigid pattern from the first member of a family to the last, 
but must be followed from molecule to molecule. The lower 
energy S4 has a considerable resemblance to S3 but the con­
siderable difference in energy led to their being assigned to 
separate families. S3 is one of the transitions which enter 
into interaction with S2 (-Sa) and its characteristics can be 
partially found in several of the highly mixed S states of 
napthacene and pentacene. The S transition at 35.26 kK in 
Pentacene is an almost pure state of new characteristics hatch­
ed in this molecule. 
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VII. THE NON-LINEAR POLYACENES 
A. Criteria for Grouping 
Because of their great number, the non-linear polyacenes 
must be divided into groups for calculation and display. Un­
der the influence of the perimeter model it has been customary 
tQ^fjOLrm groups of" tiolecules having the same number of carbon 
atoms. However, the strong variations in energy found in 
such a group both experimentally and theoretically indicate 
considerable distortions from the perimeter model. In con­
trast we observed that similarities in the positions of the 
lower energies exist between those aromatics which agree as 
to the largest linear polyacene contained in the molecular 
structure, and this may indeed be a general rule. Within 
such a group, energy variations are much finer and present 
therefore a greater challenge to theoretical calculation than 
the larger variations found in the aforementioned grouping. 
They are therefore chosen for the present work. Representa­
tive members of two groups will be considered: one based on 
napthalene and one based on anthracene. 
B. Napthalene Group 
Figures 16 and 17 compare experimental and theoretical 
energies17 for the napthalene group. The agreement between 
i 7 
Of the two approximations used, IRM and TBM, the dis­
cussion will be centered on the TBM approximation, as this 
has been shown to be the better of the two. 
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the lower assigned and calculated transitions is reasonable 
and comparable both with the results for the linear polya-
cenes and with what Ham and Ruedenberg have previously ob­
tained for several of the present molecules. Again the lowest 
triplet is three to four kK too low in the TBM and I RM cal­
culations shown, but is placed correctly by the TBX and IRM 
1 O 
approximations in chrysene and napthalene. The latter re­
sults for napthalene have been discussed before. For chrysene 
Figure IS exhibits a comparison between the various methods 
of calculation of the type discussed in section VI, D. The 
comments made there apply also here. In particular one is 
led to hope for correct triplets from calculation with exact 
distances for the other member as well. For the singlets the 
present results are slightly better than Ham and Rudenberg's 
in chrysene and markedly better in the other non-linear mole­
cules common to both treatments. The reversal of the two 
lowest singlets in phenanthrene has been well established by 
measurement of their.polarizations. 
The spectra of the non-linear polyacenes are more compli­
cated than those of the linear polyacenes, and for a good 
reason. All of them have at most one symmetry plane (not 
including the molecular plane). The presence of one plane 
will create two sets of transitions with mutually perpendicu-
1 Q 
Exact distances are known only for napthalene and 
chrysene. 
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lar polarizations, but none of .them will be dipole forbidden. 
For example in the state L3, the dipole map has rather the 
appearance of a quadrapole, giving the impression that the 
transition would be dipole forbidden were there another sym­
metry plane. The only exception is chrysene which has a 
point of symmetry, so that the symmetric states are dipole 
forbidden. But the remaining states, all anti-symmetric, are 
all mutually interacting and without limitation as to the 
polarization directions. 
Thus many excited states are to be expected in the pres­
ent group, and it is rather surprising that most of them seem 
to fall in the region around the strong transition where they 
are hidden or higher where observation is difficult. The 
lowest two singlets are remarkably separate. It is still true 
that their polarizations are mutually orthogonal except for 
chrysene which has the lowest state polarized along the long 
axis of the molecule and the next at an angle of less than 30° 
with it. These similarities in polarization, intensity, 
dipole map, etc. are expressed by the connecting lines in the 
figures. 
All molecules typically show a strong transition, long 
axis polarized, in the 40 kK region with a fairly strong 
satellite less than two kK higher. The latter is short axis 
polarized except in chrysene where both transitions are almost 
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equally strong and bracket the long axis between them. These 
two transitions resemble *L2 (^B^) and ^S2 C^B*) in napthalene. 
This similarity appears to support the present grouping. The 
discussed relationships are again indicated by connecting 
lines on the figures. 
While the appearance of the two low weak transitions 
and the jstrong higher transitions in all molecules is quite 
similar to napthalene, it emerges that the pairing proper­
ties do play a negligible role in the make-up of the wave 
function.*^ Also, the dipole maps do not show the same struc­
ture as in the linear polyacenes. Almost absent for instance 
is the picture with a single node found there for ^B^, *Ba, 
and lLfc and predicted generally by the perimeter model for 
the ^Bfc and *Ba states. Also the present dipole maps are 
more difficult to systematize.' 
In spite of all these considerable complications and dif­
ferences the spectra display remarkable uniformity in certain 
features: a low lying triplet, two low lying weak transitions 
some 8kK higher, and two stronger transitions some 5kK higher 
yet. On these points there is agreement between calculated 
and experimental points and the comparison of the simulated 
spectra with experiment shows a reasonable correspondence. 
l^A complicating factor is that the molecules differ, as 
to the location of the symmetry plane. If the latter contains 
atoms the "paired excitations" are long axis polarized, but 
if the latter bisects a bond the "paired excitations" are 
short axis polarized. 
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C. Anthracene Group 
The results of the anthracene group are given in Figures 
19 and 20. The principle of grouping seems to be justified 
in as much as the energies of the transitions remain generally 
constant throughout•the group and are consistently lower than 
those of the napthalene group. Moreover the non-linear mem­
bers appear to have acquired a third, low lying, weak transi­
tion in addition to the two found in the napthalene group. 
These results are reproduced by the calculations which 
are however somewhat high on these transitions. Also in 1, 2, 
5, 6 dibenzanthracene one of these three is dipole forbidden 
according to the calculation and its observation must be 
justified by vibronic interaction similar to in benzene. 
The dipole map of the forbidden transition reveals indeed 
strong contributions at the atomic positions. 
The experimental spectrum of pentaphene has a rather 
unique appearance in that the single very strong peak seems 
to be replaced by two or three fairly strong peaks. Calcu­
lations appear to reproduce this rather peculiar feature 
reasonably well. 
Again reasonable agreement is found between experimental 
and synthetic spectra. It would be valuable to have measure­
ments on the triplets of these molecules. The general analogy 
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to the naptnalene groups is close enough to make further 
discussion unnecessary. 
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VIII. PERI-CONDENSED MOLECULES 
A. General Considerations 
The peri-condensed aromatic hydrocarbons have long been 
a stumbling block for theoretical understanding. Unlike the 
cata-condensed systems, they have resisted attacks based on 
simple models as well as on more rigorous calculations. Not 
only have their spectra special characteristics, but in some 
cases even the extent of the conjugation over the molecular 
framework has been the object of controversy. It is therefore 
very gratifying that the present work leads to results remark­
ably close to experiment. 
To be sure the calculations were handicapped by the lack 
of information on the exact nuclear positions. While X-ray 
measurements are available for all molecules, it is presently 
recognized that, so far, their degree of analysis*^ is in­
adequate. Nevertheless these measured distances were used 
in the present calculation in the hope that on the average 
they would represent an improvement over the use of mean dis­
tances. The results displayed in Figures 21 and 22 are those 
of the TBX and IRX approximations (where X indicates the 
measured, but not necessarily exact, distances). The dis­
cussion will be generally limited to the TBX case. 
^Indeed in perylene and 1,12 benzperylene, many of the 
atomic positions are not located by measurement. 
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B. The Lowest Triplet and the TWO 
Low Singlets 
Unfortunately only two triplets have been assigned. The 
theoretical value is four kK low in pyrene and three kK low 
in coronene. These errors are closely reminiscent of those 
found in the polyacenes when average, rather than exact dis­
tances, were used. 
As in the polyacenes, two transitions follow between 21 
and 32 kK in all molecules, all weak with one notable excep­
tion to be discussed below. Agreement between theory and ex­
periment is near perfect for eight of these. The remaining 
two, both perpendicularly polarized, are three kK low. 
C. Pyrene 
Towards higher energies, where the polyacenes exhibit 
one strong band, the pyrene spectrum is distinguished by 
having three rather intense peaks of nearly equal strength. 
This characteristic feature is satisfactorily reproduced by 
the present study. 
The lower two of these correspond to what has been 
known as *8^, the lower, and iBa, the higher, in the polya­
cenes, the former containing the paired excitations and 
being parallel to the horizontal axis in Figures 21 and 22 . 
In contrast to the polyacenes this axis is not the longest 
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in pyrene, but the one perpendicular to it is somewhat longer. 
This circumstance is the origin of the comparable strength 
of the two bands with the *Ba-like transition a bit stronger. 
Between these two transitions and the third strong band 
at higher energy with its accompanying barrage of weaker 
transitions lies a clear gap of seven kK, free of transitions 
both weak and strong. This theoretically predicted gap is 
clearly apparent in the observed spectrum. 
The prediction of the intensities in the two highest 
bands, which are also the two strongest, are not completely 
satisfactory. Whereas experimentally, the highest is slightly 
weaker, theory gives it slightly stronger than the second 
highest. 
D- Perylene 
Perylene differs from the other molecules of this study 
in that negligible conjugation is indicated by the considera­
tion of Kekule structures for the two central bonds joining 
the two. napthalene groupings. Support for this conclusion 
has been seen by some in the large measured length of 1.5oj£ 
dfor the bonds in question. Undoubtedly the existence or 
non-existence of such conjugation should be reflected in the 
spectra. But so far the latter has presented a puzzle, even 
to qualitative understanding, because of certain unique 
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features to be discussed. All of these aspects seem to have 
contributed to the feeling that perylene would be a tough 
nut to crack. 
In the present work the central bonds were treated no 
differently than the other conjugated bonds, and .with this 
assumption excellent agreement was found between theoretical 
and experimental spectra. In view of the fact that, in the 
TBX calculation, the LCAO-MO bond order in. the central bond 
is only 35% lower than the average perylene bond order, it is 
indeed very hard to see why there should not be appreciable 
conjugation over the central bond. The excessive length of 
this bond is very likely due in part to steric hindrance^ 
as has been fairly well proven for a similar, unquestionably . 
21 
conjugated bond in 'chrysene. 
Thé spectra of perylene is very distinctive indeed. The 
lowest singlet, weak in all other molecules, is here the 
strongest peak. Also the two low transitions are separated 
by an unusually wide spacing between them. Unlike pyrene, 
only one of the transitions around 40kK (^B^) is fairly 
strong. But, similar to pyrene, there follows another band 
^Singly bonded carbons normally are able to stagger 
their hydrogens and reduce steric interaction. Rotational 
activation energies of the order of 3 Cal. are therefore a 
lower limit - for. the increased energy of the unstaggered 
hydrogens. 
21The bonds in the two concave sections of well measured 
chrysene are 0.04 Angstroms longer than predicted by .bond 
order. The final refinement of the determination indicates 
confirming displacements of the hydrogen atoms. 
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of about equal strength some 8 kK higher. 
These spectral features are matched by the excellent 
fit^2 between theoretical and experimental energies and the 
good fit (subject to the usual empirical scaling factor), of 
the strong intensities. Also there is again a gap at high 
energy, in the calculated transitions, before the onslaught 
of the barrage. This distinctive gap is found in experiment. 
E. Benzperylene 
The calculations in 1,12 benzperylene are not as success­
ful in the upper energy region as they were for the preceding 
molecules. The energies fit experiment reasonably well in 
its prominent features. The gap referred to previously has, 
however, been filled in by fairly weak transitions, whereas 
it is still shown by experiment. True it is less prominent 
and may cover .weak absorptions. As noted earlier, agreement 
is very good in the placement of the two low transitions. 
Unsatisfactory are the intensities. The experimental 
spectra has again three comparably strong bands, but, unlike 
in pyrene and perylene, theory fails to provide adequate in­
tensity for two of these (at 25 kK and 47 kK) and provides 
possibly a -bit too much for the strongest (at 35 kK), which 
according to theory is a pair of almost degenerate strong 
transitions. The experimental peak possibly supports this 
22one weak transition appears 1% kK high. 
o 
latter prediction. 
On the v/hol<.* it is consoling that, in reporting the 
measured distances, Robertson (42) indicated that the benz­
perylene distances v/as the leajt reliable a.id that several of 
the important distances could not be determined. The compari­
son of transitions' is after all reasonably good, but suffers 
from comparison with other molecules of the sequence. 
F. Coronene and Ovalene 
The lower transitions of coronene have been discussed 
previously. The doubly degenerate very strong transition is 
matched perfectly by the calculated energies. Above this 
transition the experimental absorption curve falls monotoni-
cally up to the cutoff at 39 kK, forming the first part of a 
gap in complete agreement with theory which predicts the next 
peak at 44 kK- It would be helpful to have the experimental 
spectra extended to higher wavelengths. 
Ovalene apparently is particularly difficult to dissolve 
for its experimental spectra is restricted to wavelengths 
o 
longer than 300OA. To the extent that the experimental spectra 
has been observed it seems to agree with the theoretical 
values. For this molecule a more complete experimental spec­
tra would be even more desirable. 
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G. Dipole Maps 
The dipole maps are very interesting and display, as ex­
pected, radial as well as angular nodes, although the structure 
is more complex than indicated by nodes alone. The "parallel" 
transitions have dipole regularities even more striking than 
were observed in the linear polyacenes, which makes it easy 
to trace the transitions. The regularity is such that the 
patterns can be adequately displayed by the first and last 
members of the.sequence. As in the linear polyacenes, nap-
thacene and pentacene transitions of the perpendicular polari­
zation have much less regularity. The reason is presumably 
that the parallel excitations contain the paired excitations. 
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IX. THE AZULENB FAMILY 
The results for the non-alternant, azulene family compare 
very poorly indeed with experiment. Particularly in view of 
the good results that have been obtained for the alternant 
aromatics, this failure may be quite illuminating with regards 
to the assumptions of the underlying theory. The results, as 
can be seen from Figures 23 and 24 are considerably too low, 
most notably for the lower two. Only the TBM and IRM approxi­
mations were carried through. While use of exact distances 
might yield some improvement, it is unlikely to remedy the 
basic deficiency. 
Azulene itself has also been treated by Ham and Rueden-
berg (15, 16) and by Pariser (34). Their results have been 
somewhat, but not sifnificantly closer to experiment than the 
present one. Pariser's calculation, the best one due to the 
inclusion of configuration interaction in the ground state, 
falls three kK below the peak of ^L^ and more than five kK 
below the peak of *La. The present authors feel that, in 
all treatments carried out so far, some fundamental physical 
effect has been given inadequate consideration. 
The basic reason for the failure seems to be related to 
the fact that the atomic populations in non-alternants differ 
greatly from unity in all approximations. In some higher 
azulenes they go even up to 1.3, as can be seen from the 
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Coulson bond order matrix. As a consequence, the average 
potential needed to which determine adequate molecular or-
bitals must be composed of contributions from non-neutral 
atoms and hence have long range, coulombic components. Such 
adequate molecular orbitals must therefore be different from 
the Huckel type eigenvectors of the overlap matrix. 
This inadequacy of the present molecular orbitals is 
more serious for the ground state, which by hypothesis has 
been taken as a single determinant, than for the excited 
states, which have been subjected to extensive configuration 
interaction. There is in fact evidence that the ground state 
configuration as presently used may interact appreciably with 
the excited configurations. This is indicated by the fact 
that, for the lowest transition in azalene, electron interac­
tion decreases the one-electron jump energy of 16.4 kK by 
3 kK whereas in alternants it consistently introduces an in­
crease of 6-20 kK. The inference may be drawn that, in con­
trast to the situation in alternants, certain excited states 
may now contain less internal electronic repulsion than the 
ground state, and this can indeed be related to the charge 
accumulations indicated by the atom populations. Admitting 
configuration interaction to the ground state would not be 
the only, or necessarily a sufficient, remedy (Pariser lowered 
the ground state 2.44 kK by this means); proper modification 
of the molecular orbitals would be another possibility. 
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If it should be necessary to use slightly different 
atomic orbitals for the different atoms, this would lead to 
further, but not insurmountable, complications. 
o 
Finally it is not unlikely that the interplay with a 
electrons is considerably more important in the non-alternants 
than in the alternants. Neglect of o electrons has been 
justified on the basis that they are localized in a bond be­
tween two atoms and thus their ability to correlate with the 
mobile 7T electrons is severely restricted. However they are 
free to move within a bond, and, if the bonded atoms have 
an unequal charge due to the if electrons, the a electrons may 
be expected to shift within the bond to partially neutralize 
the inequality. This would lower the energy of those states 
having the greatest electron interaction energies which in 
the present case would include the ground state. 
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X. BENZENE HOMOLOGUES 
After having treated so niany large molecules it appeared 
tempting to consider several small homologues of benzene 
characterized by conjugated and unconjugated substituants. 
The methyl substituted derivatives tolune, xylene, and 
mesitlene were dealt with by changing the framework poten­
tial, ie. the contribution of one neutral hydrogen atom was • 
replaced by that of a neutral carbon atom. Hence for the 
conjugated carbon atom next to the methyl group, the neutral 
framework potential was assumed to be the same as that of a 
joint atom. Thus the treatment can be said to include the 
inductive effect in its most general form, but omitted hyper-
conjugation. 
On this basis of the theory developed in the earlier 
sections this change of the framework potential does not af­
fect the molecular orbitals, but enters the calculation in 
two ways: the resonance integral,is lowered, and certain 
joint correction contributions enter the configuration inter- . 
action matrix. 
The results are displayed in.Figure 25. The trend to 
longer wavelengths is reasonably reproduced. In Table 2 the 
change of each transition is decomposed, for each molecule, 
into two contributions; the first arising from the modifica-
xi on of the resonance integral, , the second fro;:» the joli 
correction mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Contrary 
to assumption popular in some simple models, the former is 
the greater of the two. 
Figure 25 also contains the result for styrene as an ex­
ample of conjugated substitution. Although the free ending 
chain must give rise certain effects not properly accounted 
for by the present treatment, tlie agreement between theory 
and experiment is relatively satisfactory. 
Table 1. Energies of the benzene homologues 
\ X X 
Benzene 56. 05 56. 05 40. 23 
oo 59 
No joint corrections 54. 62 54. 62 38. 81 47. 16 
Toluene Joint corrections 54. 83 54. 79 38. 95 47. 33 
M- No joint corrections 53. 91 53. 91 38. 09 46. 45 
xylene Joint corrections 54. 11 54. 08 38. 23 46. 61 
Mesit- No joint corrections 53. 19 53. 19 37. 37 45. 74 
lene Joint corrections 53. 37 53. 37 37. 55 45. 91 
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XI. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
While the present approach is more rigorous than past 
pi-electronic work, it does involve approximations without 
which molecules as big as the one considered here would be 
untractable. The calculations represent therefore a test of 
their validity. 
The calculations have proved successful, as judged by 
comparison with experiment, for all alternant hydrocarbons 
investigated. There are aspects, to be sure, which would 
profit from improvements, in particular as regards the in­
tensities, and apparently the limits of the assumptions have 
been exceeded in the application to the non-alternants. 
Notable achievements were the markedly successful treatment 
of the peri-condensed systems, the first of its kind, and 
the even better results for those cata-condensed molecules 
whose exact atomic positions were available. It was estab­
lished that the calculated spectra are fairly sensitive to 
variations in the atomic positions. 
In comparing so many experimental spectra with their 
reasonably corresponding theoretical counterparts, one is 
struck by certain features common to all molecules. Con­
sistently one finds,above the lowest triplet, two, or in a 
few cases three, low lying singlets. This theoretical result 
agrees with the empirical observation that the considerable 
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broadness of these bands is clearly recognizable as vibra­
tional fine structure. Towards shorter wavelengths, there 
follow in general one or two much stronger absorption bands 
and, traditionally, their fine structure, too, is interpreted 
as vibrational, although this can hardly be inferred from the 
line shapes and little of it is found in the simple molecules. 
The theoretical calculations furnish in general as many strong 
transitions as observed. In larger molecules, these are ac­
companied however by varying numbers of medium or weak transi­
tions which extend from this vicinity to higher energies, 
resembling a barrage and presumably going into the Rydberg 
transitions. The existence of such a multitude of states 
cannot be a surprise from quantummechanical considerations. 
Remarkable is rather that they do not extend into lower re­
gions. In view of these results, we feel that the majority 
of the fine structure of the strong bands at higher energies 
is presumably not vibrational but electronic in character. 
This conclusion seems to be supported by the synthetic spec­
tra, which compare reasonably well with experiment. Although 
the calculations of the very high transitions (above 60 kK) 
are of course less accurate, we predict an almost continuous 
fairly strong absorption in the short wave length region 
which is presently unobserved due to technical difficulties. 
Is it possible, within this general spectral pattern, 
to relate specific transitions in different molecules to each 
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other? In addition to symmetry, we used the transition­
ed pole maps to trace kinships of this kind. In families of 
molecules with enough symmetry throughout the series, they 
provided indeed a sensitive fingerprint of particular transi­
tions. In more irregular sequences, formed by less closely 
related molecules, they proved rather to sensitive to the 
molecular variations for establishing connections. 
We see therefore no basis for a nomenclature which could 
express intimate similarities in the transitions of all 
aromatics. The most practical convention would be to take 
over, from the linear polyacens, the symbols 1La, f°r 
the generally observed lower transitions and the bymbols *Ba, 
for the higher and generally strong transitions, without 
however associating with them the characteristics of the 
dipole structures found in the polyacenes or the original 
model concepts of Piatt. In those few cases where there are 
more than two transitions of one kind, they may be denoted by 
*Lr» *Bf etc. If a clear gap does exist above the B-bands, 
a b 
then the next strong transitions following at shorter wave­
length should receive different names, say Ca, Cb etc. In 
alternants the indices a,b indicate behaviour with respect 
to symmetry planes, "b" states being polarized parallel to a 
plane intersecting bonds and "a" states polarized parallel to 
a plane containing atoms, regardless of the length of the cor­
responding molecular axes. In unsymmetric molecules; these 
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/ 
subscript can be used if there is a clear enough relationship 
to states in closely related symmetric molecules. It appeared 
unnecessary to invent a special nomenclature for the many 
moderate transitions in the high energy region. These prac- • 
tices have been followed in the present investigation, since 
they do justice to the observed spectra as well as to the 
theoretical results with a minimum amount of complication. 
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Figure 1. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for the 
linear polyacenes - TBX approximation 
^7and'Cl, P", A . are experimental values referring to 
the lowest triplet and the singlets of // ,_L, and 
undetermined polarizations respectively, 
O, O, and "are theoretical values having f > 1, 
0.1<f<l, and f <0.1 respectively. 
The strongest experimental transitions are blacked 
in. 
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Figure 2. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for the 
linear polyacenes - TBM approximation 
The meaning of symbols on this figure and the sub­





Figure 3 .  Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
the linear polyacenes - IRX approximation 
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Figure 4. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
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Figure 12. Dipole maps for the linearVpolyacenes 
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Figure 13. Dipole maps for the linear polyacenes 
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Figure 14. Dipole maps for the linear polyacenes 
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Experimental and theoretical energy levels for the non linear polyacenes 
napthalene group - TBM 
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Figure 17. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for the non linear polyacenes 
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Figure 18. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for the 
anthracene group - TBM 
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Figure 19. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 






Figure 20. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 




Figure 21. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
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Figure 22. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
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Figure 23. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
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Figure 25. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
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Figure 26. Experimental and theoretical energy levels for 
the benzene homologues IRM 
Figure 27. Summary of calculated electronic transitions : 
For all 27 molecules considered, the main cal­
culated electronic transitions are collected in 
this table. For each molecule, several methods 
of calculations are quoted. 
One set of data occupies two lines. The first 
two entries on the first line are a counting in­
teger and the name of the molecule. The first 
two entries on the second line give the method of 
approximation (TBX, IRX, TBM, IPM) and the transi­
tion energy of the lowest triplet. The remaining 
entries on both lines consist of pairs of numbers 
of which the first gives the transition energy 
of a singlet transition and the second its os­
cillator strength. 
If the molecule possesses a symmetry plane per­
pendicular to the molecular plane, the first line 
contains the singlets of S symmetry and the second 
line contains the singlets of A symmetry. 
If the molecule possesses two planes of sym­
metry perpendicular to the molecular plane, the 
first line contains the singlet of SA symmetry 
and the second contains the singlets of AS sym­
metry, where the first symmetry specification 
refers to the long axis and the second to the 
short axis. 
If the molecule possesses a center of symmetry, 
only the A states are listed (since the S states 
are symmetry forbidden), and they occupy both 
lines. In the absence of any symmetry, too, the 
second line is merely a continuation of the first. 
The chemical formulas for the molecules are 
given in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28. Chemical formulas for the molecules listed in Figure 27 
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ccoço qp d^p 
11,12 13,14 15,16,17,18 19J0 
co9 
27,28 29,30 31,32 
39,40 41,42,43,44 45,46,47,48 
' 49,50 
59,60 61,62 63,64 65,66 
O 5' 6 
72,73 74,75 76,77 78,79 80,81 
0~0 82,83,84,85 CH3 86,87 
^CH2 
Figure 29. Comparison of experimental spectra with the spectra 
synthesized from calculated transitions and os­
cillator strengths. For each molecule, the 
arrangement is as follows: experimental spectra 
in the center, TB approximation above and IR ap­
proximation below. Three kinds of abscissas are 
used. For the experimental spectra taken from 
Clar (2), the abscissa is in Angstrom units, in­
creasing from right to left; for the spectra taken 
from Friedel and Orchin (14a), the abscissa is in 
Angstrom units, increasing from left to right ; 
and for the spectra taken from Klevens and Piatt 
(23), the abscissa is in kilo-Kaysers (1 kK equals 
103 cm-1), increasing from left to right. The 
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Figure 29. Continued 
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